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EDITORIAL

uestion of Ownershi

Recent constitutional amendments included the
quickest about face ever. Because of "great
opposition" (Ed Broadbent and two premiers)
Justice Minister Jean Chretien was moved to delete
the inclusion of property rights in the constitution.
Property rights mightmean that governments could
neither nationalize businesses nor prevent citizens
from buying or selling land without government
approval. This is unacceptable to allCanadian
provincial governments today and most certainly
1- uodcceptable to Pierre Trudeau.
Ed Broadbent realizes too wellthe risks involved
in including the rightto properly in our constitution.

would mean that a person would have the right to
own a home. Itwould also mean that he would have
the rightto own a factory. It is this second category
of ownership that bothers Mr. Broadbent and others
of his political persuasion.
Socialists cannot do away with the idea bf
properltrr altogether. lnstead they wish to pick and
choose who shall own property and who shall not.
Ratherthan establish ownership as an inalienable
right, it would be established by the whim of
government. Thus, a person would be allowed to
keep his home, but could never aspire to own a
It

faCtOry.
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posabte Uilemma
by Heather Engstrom
and Paul Geddes
This month Vancouver is in the midst
of a garbage crisis. Garbage piles up
high in baclcyards while picketing at
dump sites discourages an irate
population from discarding its refuse.
As if this were not bad enough, nearby

Surrey provides reproachful contrast as
collection goes on as usual. The final
straw: Surrey taxpayers appear to be
paying considerably less for garbage
service than their Vancouver
counterparts do.
The solution to this unlikely enigma
can be seen between the lines in an
announcement run in The Provincethe
day before the stroke. The item lists
several sites where garbage can be
dumped, concluding the six-point list
with:
"Surrey: Carbage collection is
contracted out to non-union workers

and no interruption of service is
expected."
Private enterprise saves the day for
wearytaxpayers again.

***
Hero of the Surrey situation is
Haul-Away Disposal Ltd. Run by Len
Remple, Haul-Away holds contracts to
haul garbage with both Delta and Surrey
town halls. Remple acts as a general
contractor, subcontractin g routes
consisting of a number of houses to be
serviced weekly. Surrey is protected
from irresponsibility by a performance
bond. ln the event of non-performance
by Haul-Away, the Municipality can use
Haul-Away's equipment to finish up, and
in case of breach of contract. the
Municipality can notify Haul-Away to

discontinue its work immediately.
How does Haul-Away service
compare with that of Vancouver s
Both provide once a week
system?

-

pickup. Vancouver exceeds in that it
does not require curbside garbage
placement; Haul-Away counters by
providing back door service for the
disabled. ln addition, Haul-Away offers
two extra options: no limitto the number
of cansthatwill be picked up (residents
ofVancouver are charged extra for
consistently leaving more than two cans
of garbage) and a once-a-year large item
cleanup week. (lt should be noted that in
Vancouver private firms collect most of
the refuse generated by apartments and
commercial establishments, accounting
for about half of the city's refuse. lt is the
other half, mostly generated by
homeowners, that is under dispute.)
ln a comparison of efficiency,

Haul-Away appears to be a hands-down

winner. Savings from Haul-Away's
service are documented in an April l9B0
report prepared by BCIT students
lcantinuedarl page2)
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What a socialist fails to see is that
freedom and ownership are inseparable
concepts. lt is only after human beings
are free to control and direct their
property that the production of the
necessities and luxuries of life comes
about. Take away ownership and you kill

production.
The theory that production follows
from the ownership of private property
was tested successfully in the United
States from 1716 to 1 981. The theory
that ownership is a bourgeois notion
completely unrelated to production was
tested in the U.S.S.R. without success
from 1917 to 1981 . Now Pierre wants to
trythe Russian failure in Canada. One
wonderswl-ry.
HALT advocates a free society. We are
for the unhindered right of the individual
to own property. We oppose all political
parties, movements, and philosophies
that attempt to limit the ownership of
property. For, to limit the right to
property is to declare that the individual
isto be limited in his personal freedom.
To accept this limitation is to take our
entire society backto the darkest ages of
mankind's history.
For mankind progress is made when
we remove barriers againstthe right of
the individual to own property. Without
an inclusion of property rights in our
constitution, it is as meaningless a
document as the constitution of the
U.S.S.R. or lastyear's Liberal Party
election platform.@

by Richard Bolstler

high-volume containerized pickups
(Annual Report tigures). That leaves
s4.6 miliion spent servicing an
estimated I05,000 pickups, at least
$44 per pickup. Furthermore, the city s
costs appear to be understated for three
reasons. First, they have failed to
include, under the garbage account, tlre
use of valuable city property for the
purpose of vehicle storage. Second,
Vancouver's higher density should be
reflected in cheaper collections because
the shorter between-pick-up distances
save on time, fuel, and vehicle wear and
tear. Third, high volume comrnercial
pickups enhance the city's statistics. In
summary: $33.20 per household in
Surrey, a conservative estimate of
$44.00 per household in Vancouver.
But back to the strike: what does
Haul-Away offer to its workers that has
prevented their ever having unionized
and threatened to strike? The
subcontractors own their trucks with
financing arranged through Haul-Away
and receive a percentage of Haul-Away's
profit. Haul-Away owner-operators net
as rnuch as $8,000 a year more than
their unionized counterparis in
Vancouver. In addition, they receive ail
the financial advantages of having built
up equity in their trucks, and all the tax
benefits of being self-employed. They
can use their trucks for moonlighting if

theywish.
There are two other areas in which the
Haul-Away system encourages
economy. Firstly, ownership of trucks by
employees results in a significant
maintenance cost reduction. A Laval,
Quebec, study of their own transfer to
private collection estimates a safety

FEAIURE
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Marion Moore and Maij-Lis Nieminen.
Moore and Nieminen show a
comparison of the cost of garbage
collection in Surrey. Burnaby, and
Vancouver. Surrey is serviced by five
work crews of two workers each. Each
crew services a route with an average of
I 008 residential pickups. Vancouver
uses 31 crews. 25 of them with three
workers each. By comparison, these
Vancouver crews each serve a route of
only 500-700 residential pickups.
Translated into dollars, this efficiency
shows up in a significant saving for
Surrey taxpayers. The annual cost per
residence seived in Surrey in 1979 is an
estimated $::.20, or 53q32 per ton of
garbage collected. Comparable cost
data for Vancouverwere more difficult to
obtain. According to the city's 1979
Annual Report, 120,000 tons of refuse
were collected at a cost of $46 per ton,
for a total of $S.6 million. Subtract from
this $ 1 million spent on the cheaper

performance improvemenlof 75% and
maintenance cost reduction of
two-thirds.
The second efficiency is a result of a
superior worker incentive system. A
Surrey worker is finished for the day as
soon as his route is completed. A worker
in Vancouver has pay deducted for
working quickly and finishing his shift in
less than his full eight hours of work. A
Vancouver employee is trapped in a
work environment where there is no
reward for initiative, hard work or high
productivity. lf his route is consistently
finished ahead of time, he is given a
longer route. His work is always

monitored by an over-the-shoulder
supervisor detailed to make sure he
doesn't react by loitering.
*

So, why haven't local politicians and
garbage collectors jumped at this

no-lose opportunity? It's not for lack of
an offer. lnJune of 1980, Remple
appeared before Vancouver city council

with a proposal to collect the city's
garbage, ata25% reduction in cost. The
proposal included an intriguing idea:
Remple offered to service halfof the
city's residential routes, in competition
with the municipality as it serviced the
other half. Byway of implementing this
service, Remple offered to buy half of the
city's equipment, to give first
employment opportunities to any city
employee displaced by the competition,
and to provide a $ i .5 million
performance bond to protect continued
service. He was even willing to improve
service by abandoning the city's two-can
limit and including a once a year
major-item pick up.
The proposai was greeted in council
with fuzzy skepticism. A City Engineer's
report stated that Remple's figures were
incorrect, and that Vancouver's
operations and costs compared
favourably with other large North
American cities ._ all the while
neglecting to offer alternative figures.
The report chided Haul-Away for
presenting too simple a proposal for
Vancouver's "sophisticated and
complex" collection system. While the
Haul-Away system "appears to worl( in
small cities", "the application does not
appear to be suitable" for a "large
collection system such as Vancouver's"
Remple's presentation was followed
by a hysterical union brief condeming all
contracting out. Among its accusations:
contracting out is "a raid on the public
treasury", it "breeds corruption",
"results in decreased services", "limits
flexibility of city operations", "is
incompatible with long term planning",
"results in improper costing" . . . and it is
hurtful to municipal employees who will
suffer under low wages and poor

working conditions.
The evidence suggests that in this
case at least, the accusations would be
more properly tevelled at city hall.
Remple can offer Vancouver such an
attractive contract because he is able to
bypass rigidity and city hall
featherbeddin g. Taxpayers locked into
an inefficient service and employees
trapped in a no-initiative work
environmentwill be freed to mutual
advantage.
In short, Haul-Away's proposal was
The HALT Report is produced
monthly by H.A.LT, 909 Thui-low
Street, Vancouver. lt is the official
newsletter of HALT and is circulated
to paid subscribers, chapter
members and selected individuals. A
one year subscription is
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HALT Head Office Requires

CHAPTER ORGANIZERS
How can you build an effective,

action-oriented HALT Chapter in your
community? Find out at an intensive
week-end seminar for chapter
organizers.

Friday, April i0, 7:00 p.m. to
Sunday, April 12, 5:00 pm
AT
The Rembrandt Hotel
1 160 Davie Street
Vancouver
The seminarwill focus on
HALT-A-BLOCK:
c how it fits HALT'S long- and
short-term objectives
o how you can start with one
member-yourself
and
quickly amplify that into
hundreds of members
. how it can be used to create
effective change in your

HALT Calgary is in the news again. At
the forefront this time is Norm Lalonde,
new HALT Calgary president and most
recent addition to the HALT sales staff.

making noise. He organized and hosted
an internal HALT meeting, the first for
several months, atwhich three people
joined up as full-fledged members (ie.

Norm's previous experience with HALT
Calgarywas as organizer and action
man during the 1979 petition drive.

block representatives). Norm and HALT
sales manager Bill Buckler also
appeared on a one hour phone-in TV
showwith alderman Brian Lee.
Additionally, Bill Buckler spoke to the
Canadian Association of Industrial
Engineers.
Norm describes his next stage as
"purely organizational." While he will not
resist forays into the news, his main
thrustwill be to implement
HALT-A.BLOCK.
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NORM TALONDE

municipality
o howyou can make it the
foundation for a full-time HALT
career
To reserve room on the course or get
further information, call (604)
6BB-2308.
rejected by city council. Vancouver
missed the chance to study side-by-side
public/private garbage contracting.
Heads in the sand or not, however,
Vancouver aldermen are not likeiy to
have heard the last of contracting out.
The idea appears to be here to stay.
Private collectors operate in Montreal
and Winnipeg. Boston.San Francisco,
and Kansas City have private services.
Even NewYork City has announced
plans to experimentwith private refuse
collection.
These cities have acted on studies and
comparisons that show again and again
how efficiency and economy can show
drastic improvementwhen a service is
privatized. To those of us in Vancouver, it
is no small consolation thatwe would no
longer be held at ransom by striking

civicworkers.*

HALT ACROSS CANADA

*

*

Understanding the issue will not
correct the situation: only action will. If
you live in the Vancouver area, we
suggest that you:
1. Call orwrite Len Remple at
Haul-Away Disposal Ltd. Tell him you
support his proposal and wish to see it
presented to City Hall again.
2. Call or write Mayor Mike Harcourt.

The coverage was trigger ed by a 32%
increase in the 1981 budget. In a series
of interviews with the Herald, Calgary's
largest newspaper, Norm took potshots
at flood control ("now that city hall has a
reason to spend tax dollars, the city
doesn't have the money to spend"), the
arts center and coliseum ("taxes should
be spent running the city, and ballet and
hockey have nothing to do with running
the city"), and cash mismanagement by
civic officials in general.
The coverage drew out negative
reaction from predictable areas. A
Herald columnist leveled off at HALT as a
"simplistic bunch of naysayers" uttering
"mumbo-jumbo nonsense". And newly
elected Mayor Ralph Klein took up the
gauntlet, claiming "we have here a
coalition of people who, by both their
words and deeds, have proven that they
simply do not have a true grasp of the
situation." Further, he implied that HALT
people should seek office rather than
critize. The lastwordwentto Norm in a
follow-up Herald interview; "HALT takes
that comment to mean that only elected
officials are allowed to have an opinion
on the financial affairs of city hall. This
seems to be a complete turnaround

from his platform of communication
with the people."
Norm has been busy at more than
Tell him you are familiarwith the
conditions of the Haul-Away proposal
and strongly support its implementation
in half of the Vancouver area.@

Feb. 6-8 marked HALT's first weekend
seminar for chapter organizers.
Attending were David Morgan, a real
estate agent from Halifax; Edmonton
school principal Bruce Vaughan and his
wife Betty; Norm Lalonde from Calgary:
Paul Miniato, Walter Boytinck and Eileen
Sorensen from Vancouver; and Laura
Renes and Tony Liu from North
Vancouver. Session instructors were
Richard Bolstler, Mike Little and Heather
Engstrom. Seminar sessions included:
1. An overview: the nature of the
problem, andthe nature of the action
required to solve it.
2. HALT philosophy and policy: how
HALT can worktowards solving the
problem.
3. HALT-A-BLOCK: the HALT
organizational structure.
4. Communication skills and personal
development.
5. HALT-A-BLOCK tasks and
materials: how to implement
HALT-A-BLOCK in your chapter.
6. The Chapter president: as manager.
as image builder, as a decision maker,
as community leader.
The seminar concluded as each
chapter leader set his short-term
objectives and concretized his plan for

meetingthem.
This seminar marked the tirst step in

turning our HALT-A-BLOCK plan into
practical reality. lt also marks the
beginning of our first active drive for
membership. The activitywill be starting
in four cities (Vancouver, Calgary,
Edmonton, and Halifax) and is expected
to quickly spread to other cities.
The Chapter Organizer's Seminar will
become a regular activity offered by
head office. So, if any of you are getting
the itch to help us roll back taxation and
government power, please contact us.@

BOOKS
by Marco Den Ouden
While libertarians may despair of the
ever-growing bureaucracy and statism
in today s society. this despair is
misplaced. The advocates of a free
society are being heard and are having
an influence far beyond our limited
numbers. This influence is particularly
strong in the fields of economics and
investment counselling. As of Feb.2, two
books by libertarian authors are on the
top ten non-fiction best-selier list in
Maclean's. One is Douglas Casey's
Crisis lnvesting. The other is Jerome
Smith's The Coming Currency Collapse.
Jerome Smith is well-known in the
investment community. An Austrian
economist, Smith brings Austrian
analysis to the phenomena of today s
economy. For over ten years he has
been ad'rising investors through his
company, Economic Research
Counsellors, and his newsletter, Worid
Market PerspectiveJn recentyears he
has written two monographs on
economics, Understanding Runaway
Inflation (1973) and Reinstitution of
Money ( l97B). Both have been reprinted
bythe SelFCounsei Press. Ihe Coming
Currency Col1apse brings the analyses of
his two monographs and his years of
economic research into a single timely
volume for the intelligent layman.
We are on the verge of a fiat currency
collapse, says Smith. "Allthe elements
for this to begin anytime were in place in
the late 1970's- Ithink the
hyperinflationary blow-up will occur
sornetime in the 1980's. Every informed
person should take defensive action
immediately, well ahead of the obvious
beginning of hyperinflation."
Smith documents his case well. He
presents a historical background to
today's situation and explains the
economic fallacies underlying it. He
points out the ruinous effects of inflation
onthe economy. And he argues for the
importance of capital survival.
"During a runaway inflation. the
investor's primary concern must be the
preservation of his capital." Jerome
Smith examines various hard asset
investments and recommends a
portfolio for preserving your capital.
Whether you have only a few thousand
dollars of savings or a million dollars.
you face ruination if you Co not protect
yourself.
He goes on to discuss the importance
of privacy and the Swiss banking system.

"Privacy," he says, "is the right to be
unmolested-the rightto be let alone."
Switzerland is a country "where privacy
is revered and inviolable."
Smith concludes with a call for the
separation of money and state. This, he
believes, "will produce more material
and intangible good for people generally
than the large amount of good that was
accomplished by the separation of
church and state. As Friedrich Hayek
said, "there is no hope of ever again
having decent money, unless we take

Unequaled
Career
Ambitious, articulate sales reps
required. FIALT is a unique company
with a unique product. We sell liberty.
No product is in so short a supply and
has so great a demand.

from governmentthe monopoly of
issuing money."

lf you are an aggressive person who
loves personal libertythen selling the
HALT product should appeal to you.

ManyAmericans and Canadians hope
that newly-elected President Ronald
Reagan will live up to his rhetoric and
beat inflation to the ground. Such
optimism does not preclude the
necessity of heeding Jerome's Smith's
important message. Indeed, two
headlines in the news on January 2B
point out the likelihood of Reagan failure
and confirm the timeliness of the
message of The Coming Currency

We offer
. a proven success record
. a generous commission rate
. unlimited opportunities for

advancement

.training courses & follow-up by our
Sales Department
Call this number now:
604-688-2308
OR, send a resume to:

Collapse.
One of the headlines read "U.S. deficit
hits $7.3 billion". This deficit for
December i 980 pushed the total deficit

forfiscal
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I 98 1 ) past the total that had been
estimated for the entire year. The other
headline read 'Republicans face
pressure to bust budget." The current
budgetary debt ceiling is $935 billion. It
is expected that the mark will be topped
within two or three weeks and the
government will run out of borrowing
authority. lt is expected that the
Republicans, who had always voted
against raising the limit on federal debt

while in opposition, will now vote to raise
the ceiling.
Smith paints a bleak picture of the
economy, a picture supported by much
of what is happening hoday. The Coming
Currency Collapseis good reading for
anyone wishing to hedge his bets in
providing a secure future for himself and
his family.@
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